
Main results
ü Various teacher SSL representations to ResNet-18

ü ProtoSEED outperforms SSL and works well across 
different architectures

Comparison with SEED
ü ProtoSEED outperforms SEED

ü With multi-crops data augmentation (denoted by *),
we achieve state-of-the-performance on ResNet-18. 

ü ProtoSEED outperforms SSL and works well across 
different architectures

Self-supervised representation distillation (SEED)
ü SSL works well on large networks (e.g. ResNet-50), 

but are not good on small networks (e.g. ResNet-18)
ü Student networks can learn better representation by 

distilling the large SSL pre-trained models [1].
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Motivation

Methods Experiments

Our approach: prototypical KD + contrastive learning
ü We adopt prototypes to generate probability score 

and distill the teacher’s score to student.
ü We propose novel Prototypical CPC objective where 

the critic measures the probabilistic discrepancy of 
teacher and student. 
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Prototypical Contrastive Predictive Coding
ü Given features !" and !#, generate teacher probability $" and 

student probability $# by softmax operator with prototypes.
ü Set the critic by

ü Plug in to contrastive objective

ü acts as the prior of each prototype

Prior momentum 
ü Prior term contains information about negative samples.
ü More accurate estimation of prior terms require large 

negative samples.
ü We use momentum for prior term to avoid large batch.

Prototypical SEED
ü Set student same as teacher. 
ü Train the student by following:

ü The teacher prototypes are
copied from student’s.

Knowledge Distillation (KD)
ü Supervised learning: minimize the probability output 

of teacher and student models . 
ü Self-supervised learning: use prototypes to generate 

probability score and learn by self-distillation [2, 3]. 

Contrastive representation distillation
ü Maximize the mutual information between teacher 

and student representations (e.g. CPC)
ü Contrastive objective helps distillation in supervised 

learning [4]


